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Abstract: When a reasoning system encounters a contra-
diction like p&q=>false, it may try to eliminate it by
retracting some belief that supports either p or q. This
paper addresses the issue of how to determine which of the
possible supporting beliefs to retract. The problem is stud-
ied in the context of a heterogenous distributed environ-
ment in which we can not make assumptions about how
agents derive their beliefs. The presented model considers
two properties of beliefs: the authority of the agents that
provided the belief in the first place and the costs incurred
upon other agents that already used the belief (directly or
indirectly) for their own decision making or action, if the
belief is to be retracted. The model is implemented in an
information infrastructure we have created for enterprise
integration.
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1.0 Introduction

When a reasoning system encounters a contradiction like
p&q=>false, it may try to eliminate it by retracting some
current belief that supports eitherp or q. This paper
addresses the issue of how to determine which of the pos-
sible supporting beliefs to retract. The problem is studied

in the context of a heterogenous distributed environment
in which we can not make any assumptions about how
agents derive their beliefs. The model considers two prop-
erties of beliefs: the authority of the agents that provided
the belief in the first place and the costs incurred upon
other agents that used the belief for their own decision
making or action, if the belief is to be retracted. The model
is implemented in an agent-based information infrastruc-
ture we have created for enterprise integration. We con-
sider two main advantages of this model. First, it provides
a general method for belief revision that is accurate, as it
depends on the current views of all involved agents, rather
than on a pre-defined scheme. Second, it minimizes the
communication and negotiation overhead by identifying
situations in which negotiation can be avoided or reduced.

The paper presents first the agent-based information archi-
tecture that forms the context of our work. Then, it dis-
cusses the proposed authority/deniability model and
reviews a number of issues that occured in the implemen-
tation phase.
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2.0 An information infrastructure
for enterprise integration

Our research approaches the construction of heterogenous
collaborative environments for enterprise integration [Pan
and Tenenbaum 91, Roboam and Fox 92] by relying on an
infrastructure consisting of a class of agents called infor-
mation agents (IAs) [Barbuceanu and Fox, 1994]. IAs are
sophisticated knowledge and data management systems
that allow other (functional) agents from the computerized
organization to be consistently and selectively aware of
relevant information by providing communication and
information services supporting:

¯ Persistent storage of information to be shared among
the multiple functional agents in the computerized
organization.

¯ Deductive capabilities allowing new information to be
inferred from existing information.

¯ Automatic, content-based routing and distribution of
information to the agents that need it.

¯ Automatic retrieval, processing and integration of
information that is relevant to agents.

¯ Checking and maintaining various forms of consis-
tency of the information. We address terminological
consistency, assertional consistency, and specific to
this approach, temporal consistency.

A given IA will service a number of agents (both func-
tional and other IA-s) by providing them with a layer of
shared information storage and the above mentioned ser-
vices for managing it. Functional agents maintain their
own local information store. Agents periodically volunteer
some of their information to the IA (and keep it up to date)
or just answer the queries sent to them by the IA.

The IA uses its own knowledge together with the supplied
information to determine which information needs of other
agents can be satisfied. It processes the information in
order to determine the most relevant content and the most
appropriate form for the needs of these agents. In the pro-
cess, it may uncover various forms of inconsistency
among the supplied information and take action to remove
them. Terminological consistency refers to the coherence
of the conceptual vocabulary employed by agents and is
handled by the T-Box services of the underlying descrip-
tion logic used by the IA. Assertional consistency refers to

the coherence of the infornation exchanged by agents and
is handled by the mechanisms presented in this paper.
Finally, we have added temporal consistency as the coher-
ence of exchanged information wrt to time intervals during
which beliefs are held. The approach presented here han-
dles this as well, as will be shown later on.

Essentially, the IA is composed of two components: a
knowledge and data management system and an agent pro-
gram, as shown in figure 1.
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oata
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FIGURE 1. Architecture of the Information Agent.

The Knowledge and Data Management System provides
knowledge representation and processing services based
on a description logic language. They support: (i) a gen-
eral inferential capability, in order to cope with the
requirements for deductive query processing and content-
based information routing, (ii) mechanisms for checking
and enforcing the consistency of information, (iii) mecha-
nisms for change management, in order to cope with the
unexpected and unforseeable nature of the events happen-
ing in real corporate networks.

The Agent Program provides an interface to the external
environment, allowing external messages to reach the IA
and the IA to send out its own messages [Shoham 93]. The
Agent Program relies on the KQML [Finin et. al. 92] agent
communication language as the protocol for information
exchange and translates from this protocol into the lan-
guage of the knowledge management system.

For the knowledge management system we use a descrip-
tion logic language [Barbuceanu 93] that provides the
usual concept-forming operators - conjunction, value
restrictions, number restrictions - roles and subroles, dis-
jointness declarations, primitive and defined concept spec-
ifications. The language T-Box provides the usual services
of constructing the complete form of concepts and auto-
mated classification based on subsumption checking [Bor-
gida et al. 89, Brachman and Schmolze 85, McGregor and
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Bates, 87, etc.] The language A-Box is essentially a con-
straint propagation engine that makes instances conform
to the various constraints asserted about them. It uses a
propositional representation of instances and roles.

Unlike usual A-Boxes, ours is also a full time-map man-
agement system [Dean and McDermott, 87] that (i) records
the time intervals during which propositions are true or
false [Allen, 1983], (ii) provides query language that sup-
ports temporal interrogations, (iii) provides for the defini-
tion and application of rules that perform forward
reasoning extending the information in the time mapped
data base and (iiii) provides temporally extended boolean
truth maintenance system that records dependencies and
supports asserting and retracting time-mapped proposi-
tions.

3.0 Conflict management with the
authority/deniability model

3.1 Context and terminology

Assume we have a collection of functional agents serviced
by an information agent in an enterprise environment. The
functional agents may carry out enterprise functions such
as marketing, design, manufacturing, purchasing, etc. The
information agent provides the information and communi-
cation services supporting their consistent interaction.
Agents communicate by sending and receiving messages
consisting of propositions. Propositions are formed with
concepts from a common ontology shared by all agents.
The IA represents this ontology as a concept and role tax-
onomy encoded in a description logic. No assumption is
made about how functional agents represent it. If el is an
automobile engine used by the enterprise, then the propo-
sition (v6engine el (at 13 march 94))
expresses the fact that el is believed to be a v6 engine at
13 march 94, while (14engine el (at 14 march
94 ) ) expresses the fact that el is belived to be an 
engine at 14 march 94. Properties of objects are described
by propositions such as (power el 132 (at 
march 94 ) ) - the power of engine el is believed to 
132 at the given time-or (torque el 150 (at 
march 94 ) ) - the torque of el is believed to be 150 
the specified time. For the IA, v6engine and
14engine are concepts, while power and torque are

roles. The IA maintains two kinds of propositions. Pre-
mises are propositions sent to the IA by other agents that
consider them true. The IA has no access to whatever jus-
tification the sending agent may have for the proposition.
Derived propositions (or simply propositions) are proposi-
tions inferred by the IA based on the available premises
and on the IA’s knowledge of the domain. For example,
being toldthat (v6engine el(at 13 march
94)),thelAmayderive (heavy el(at 13 march
94 ) ) based on domain knowledge. Agents that supplied
propositions to the IA are named producers of the infor-
mation. Agents that have been supplied information by the
IA are named consumers of the information.

The operation of the IA can be described as consisting of
functional agents sending information to and posting their
information interests with the IA and the IA trying to
answer these interests by integrating new information as it
arrives from agents. An information interest (or topic of
interest) is a persistent query whose answers are important
to an agent. For example, assuming that engines are
puchased from other companies, the purchasing agent may
post as its interest the query engine, signaling that it
must be informed of any entity representing an engine. In
this case, propositions like (v6engine el (at 
march 94))and (14engine el(at 14 march
94 ) ) are amongst the information the purchasing agent
will receive from the IA in response to its posted interest.

3.2 Authority and deniability

When information is integrated from multiple sources,
contradictions can easily occur. For example, the market-
ing agent may have determined that for a new automotive
product a v6 engine would sell better. Hence marketing
will sent the IA a message telling that the engine should be
av6: (v6engine el(starting 13 march
94 ) ). From different requirements, design may later
determine that only a 14 engine can be used: ( 14engine
el (starting 14 march 94)).Usingdomain
knowledge that the v6engine and 14engine concepts
are disjoint, the IA will derive a contradiction (for the
common time interval during which both beliefs are held):

(and

(v6engine el(starting 13 march 94))

(14engine el(starting 14 march 94))
=> false.
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The conflict management service of the IA will try to
remove this contradiction by considering two properities
of information, authority and deniability. Authority is
defined as a kind of priority agents may have wrt the truth
of the information they deliver. If marketing has estab-
lished a clear trend in the market favoring v6 engines, then
it may deliver this information to the IA specifying an
increased authority, e.g.: ( (v6engine el (start-
ing 13 march 94)) :authority 9).Ourmodel
assumes that agents will honestly assess their authority for
each piece of information they supply.

After information is delivered to the interested agents,
these consumers will use it to make decisions and take
action. For example, if marketing was first to determine
that the engine must be a v6, the IA sent this information
to the purchasing agent (whose interest was matched by
it). The purchasing agent used the information to order v6
engines from another company. Later, design discovered
that the engine must be a 14. If the design view is accepted,
purchasing will have troubles in cancelling the order (pay-
ing penalties, etc.). This shows that information that has
been consumed may be costly to retract later. We define
the deniability of consumed information as a measure of
the cost to retract it. We often use undeniability as the
inverse of deniability. Undeniability (or deniability) 
determined by the consumers of information. The same
assumption about honest assessment of undeniability is
made.

In conclusion, when a contradiction p&q= > false is
encountered, we need to retract either p or q in order to
remove the contradiction. The decision of what to retract
considers the authority of the producers of the premises
from which p and q were inferred as well as the cost
incurred upon the other agents that have consumed any
propositions derived from the premise to be retracted. To
ensure accuracy, we assume that producers honestly assess
authority and consumers honestly assess deniability.

3.3 The a-u space

The conflict resolution process has the goal of retracting
one or several premises so that the contradiction can not be
derived any more. When a premise is considered for
retraction, both the authority of the agent producing it and
the deniability of the propositions that are supported by the
considered premise (and hence will be retracted with the

considered premise) are considered. Suppose we have
determined a set {Pi} of premises which supports a
p&q=>false contradiction. To each Pi we can attach an
authority measure - the authority of its producer - and an
undeniability measure - derived from the sum of deniabil-
ity costs of all propositions that would have to be retracted
if Pi is retracted. A high authority means that the proposi-
tion is more difficult to retract since a high authority has to
be contradicted. A high undeniability means that the prop-
osition is more difficult to retract because the costs of
retraction incurred upon consumer agents will be great.

We can represent these two values in a diagram having
authority on the x-axis and undeniability on the y-axis.
Such a diagram is called an a-u space and is illustrated in
fig. 2.

Propositions from the a-u space that have both low author-
ity and low undeniability are easy to retract because no
significant authority is violated and no significant costs are
incurred. Propositions that have high authority and high
undeniability are hard to retract exactly for the opposite
reasons. An aggregated measure of both authority and
undeniability is the distance r to the origin. If a proposition
with high autority or undeniability is considered for retrac-
tion (e.g. because low authority and undeniability proposi-
tions do not exist), the IA must negotiate retraction with
the producer and/or consumers. If authority is high, the
producer must approve the retraction. If undeniability is
high, consumers must be pooled and a measure of their
approval must be computed. We can represent regions in
the a-u space for the classes of propositions that can be
retracted with or without negotiation. To do this, we intro-
duce a threshold value of authority, at, and a threshold
value of undeniability, ut, such that propositions having
authority and respectively undeniability higher than the
threshold value can be retracted only after negotiation.
Fig. 2 shows the regions defined by these thresholds in the
a-u space. [Sycara, 89] and [Zlotkin and Rosenschein 89]
are examples of work exploring negotiation as a means to
mediate among conflicting agents.
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FIGURE 2. Negotiation regions in the a-u space.

3.4 The model

Putting together the above discussed elements we can for-
mulate the following model for contradiction removal:

Given: a contradiction of the form: p&q=>false

1. Determine the support set of p, that is the set of pre-
mises p is derived from, and the support set of q, that is
the set of premises q is derived from.

2. Group the propositions from both support sets into 4
sets corresponding to the 4 negotiation regions. In each
region, order the component propositions in increasing
order of the value of r = (a2+u2)1/2

3. Considering the 4 regions in the order: (1) no-nego-
tiation, (2) negotiation-with-producer, (3) negotiation-
with-consumers, (4) negotiation-with-both, take each
proposition in order and try to retract it:

- If the premise falls in the no-negotiation region,
retract it

- If the premise falls into a negotiation region, negoti-
ate with the required agents.

4. Retract the first proposition that passes the above
tests and check if after retraction the contradiction can
be rederived. If so, repeat the procedure. If no proposi-
tion can be retracted, report failure.

3.5 Implementation of the model

We have implemented this model in the prototype IA we
have built for the TOVE project [Fox, 1993]. The IA uses
a description logic language for the knowledge manage-
ment component. The proposition base of the system is
managed by a boolean constraint propagation TMS
[McAllester 90]. The TMS was extended to incorporate
the contradiction resolution model presented. The follow-
ing issues arose during this implementation:

1. When is authority specified? In our implementation
each producer specifies authority with each proposition
the moment the proposition is sent. This ensures that
the authority measure reflects the current producer’s
beliefs and may be more accurate than the deniability
measures (see bellow why). Because of this feature, 
choose to attempt to retract the propositions from the
negotiate-with-producer region before those from the
negotiate-with-consumers region.

2. When is undeniability specified? This raises some
problems. The "most appropriate" time for specifying
undeniability is when the proposition has to be
retracted. This would imply that any retraction has to
be done with negotiation (because undeniability is not
known beforehand). We have chosen a solution that
allows retraction without negotiation by allowing
agents that query for information to specify how unde-
niable is the information to be supplied as a response.
Hence our queries (and the persistent interest specifica-
tions) can specify the undeniability of the information
that will constitute the response (e.g. "whatever answer
you give to this query, it will be hard for me to deny it
later"). The problem with this approach is that it may
be hard for the consumer to correctly estimate in
advance the costs of retraction. However, this scheme
can be improved by allowing consumers to send to the
IA incremental updates of retraction costs later, as they
become known. In this way costs will be accurate and
the IA can use them when conflict management is
invocked.
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3. How is authority specified? Any totally ordered set
of values are acceptable. We currently use integer
authorities (e.g the 1.. 10 range).

4. How is undeniability specified? The same response
as above can be given. In the implementation we have
versions using either boolean measures (false = can
deny, true -- better don’t deny) or numerical measures
(like the 1 .. 10 range).

5. How are undeniability costs aggregated? The mea-
sure of a proposition’s undeniability must be aggre-
gated from the deniability costs provided by each
consumer. If a proposition has n consumers (directly or
indirectly, through propositions derived from it), then 
normalized cost can be obtained by averaging the costs
reported by the consumers.

6. Equivalence classes. Propositions with the same val-
ues for authority and undeniability form equivalence
classes. For propositions in negotiable regions the
implemented algorithm tries all propositions in an
equivalence class in order to retrive the "most retract-
able" proposition (the one reported as most acceptable
for retraction by its producer and consumers). For
propositions in the non-negotiable region, a random
choice is made.

7. Handling time mapped propositions. Our representa-
tion language allows time mapped propositions. These
propositions mention a time interval during which they
are true or false. In this case, a contradiction p&q=>
false exists iffp and q are true on a common subinter-
val. When retracting a premise, it is enough to guaran-
tee that either p or q will be retracted on the common
subinterval causing the contradiction. The TMS we use
is extended to handle time-mapped propositions and
can retract propositions on subintervals.

8. Earl), detection of contradictions. It is important to
detect contradictions as early as possible. With a rea-
soning system that reasons backwards (inferring 
proposition only when asked to do so) contradictions
amongst propositions that are never queried may
remain undetected. Because of this, we are using a
truth-maintenance system that works forward, inferring
all possible propositions whenever new premises are
added.

4.0 Concluding remarks

The model of belief revision presented here has three main
advantages. First, it is accurate because the selection of the
retracted belief is based on the the views of all involved
parties at the moment the contradiction is detected. This
means that the selection implicitly relies on domain
knowledge and on the current state of the global problem-
solving effort. Second, by estimating costs and identifying
negotiation regions, the model takes advantage from situa-
tions in which negotiation may not be required or in which
a smaller amount of negotiation may suffice. Third, the
model handles the new time-dependent inconsistencies
that arise in time-mapped data-bases.

Although implemented, the model suffers however from
the lack of experimental results that might demonstrate its
effectiveness in applications. We hope to improve on that
in the near future, when the distributed enterprise intergra-
tion environment will be experimented with.

As similar research is concerned1, [Petrie 87] was the first
to introduce reasoning about retraction in a TMS, in a
manner that introduced domain dependent criteria. His
work was carried out in the context of Doyle’s JTMS
[Doyle 79] that allows non-monotonic justifications. Our
work uses a McAllester TMS that forbids non-monotonic
justifications and has a more efficient (linear) labeling
algorithm. Both of these use single context TMSs. It
would be interesting to see how the authority/deniability
model can be integrated in a multiple-context TMS as the
ATMS [DeKleer 86]. Since the ATMS stores with each
datum its complete set of prime implicants, the reasoner
can symultaneously consider all candidate premises for
retraction. In the single context case we can only use the
current justifications and whatever premises support them
(although other premises and justifications may exist as
well). Because of this, in the multiple-context case we may

1. Other efforts have tried to maintain consistency in dis-
tributed TMS environments by devising distributed label-
ing algorithms. Examples are [Brigeland and Huhns 90]
for the JTMS and [Mason and Johnson 89] for the ATMS
[DeKleer 86]. Our problem however is not distributing the
TMS algorithm as we make no assumption about the prob-
lem-solving mechanisms of the agents.
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be able to avoid step 4 of our retraction algorithm (trying
to rederive the contradiction and repeating the procedure
for any new justifications of the contradiction) by retract-
ing everything that has to be retracted from the beginning.
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